 Features and Benefits

- Non-handed design reduces inventory.
- Both vertically and horizontally adjustable.
  - Horizontal adjustment ± .156".
  - Vertical adjustment ± .200".
- Vertical adjustment in each hinge allows for heavier panels.
- Adjusts with standard #2 square drive.
  - Square drive prevents stripping over Phillips or slotted.
- Secure out-swing non-removable pin hinges available.
- Fits common fabrication within the industry.

**PIN** | **ITEM #** | **FINISH** | **SUBSTRATE**
--- | --- | --- | ---
**REMOVEABLE**
HG200-S-01 | WET WHITE | STEEL |
HG200-S-02 | BLACK | STEEL |
HG200-S-06 | VISION TAN | STEEL |
HG200-S-19 | SHIELD WHITE | STEEL |
HG200-S-24 | CRAFTSMAN BRONZE | STEEL |
HG200-S-74 | DARK ORB | STEEL |
HG200-S-93 | BRASS PVD | STEEL |
HG200-S-95 | SATIN NICKEL PVD | STEEL |
HG200-B-90 | SATIN NICKEL PVD | BRASS |
HG200-B-91 | SOLID BRASS PVD | BRASS |

**NON-REMOVEABLE**
HG200-S-NRP-01 | WET WHITE | STEEL |
HG200-S-NRP-02 | BLACK | STEEL |
HG200-S-NRP-06 | VISION TAN | STEEL |
HG200-S-NRP-19 | SHIELD WHITE | STEEL |
HG200-S-NRP-24 | CRAFTSMAN BRONZE | STEEL |
HG200-S-NRP-74 | DARK ORB | STEEL |
HG200-S-NRP-93 | BRASS PVD | STEEL |
HG200-S-NRP-95 | SATIN NICKEL PVD | STEEL |
HG200-B-NRP-90 | SATIN NICKEL PVD | BRASS |
HG200-B-NRP-91 | SOLID BRASS PVD | BRASS |

* Other finishes may be available

Dimensions are for reference only and are in inches unless otherwise noted. Contact our engineering department with specific application questions or requirements. Not all combinations listed are currently stocked, extra lead time may be required.